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ABSTRACT
A new technique for teacher education has been

developed in response to the belief that teacher education's number
one priority is to be concerned with the emerging self of the teacher
trainee. Research on effective teaching has revealed that it is not
what the teacher is taught that is the eritical factor but the way in
which the knowledge and attitudes, beliefs and feelings, are
internalized. Thus experiences must be developed which provide
students the opportunity to see the relationship between theory,
methods, and self, permitting integration of the person. The "CH
group model grew out of a need for inservice education with personal
involvement and an opportunity to test out new ideas and exchange
with colleagues the results of new approaches. The new approach,
piloted at Northeastern College (Chicago), was labeled "Cu group
because many of the factors which make it effective begin with "C":
collaboration, consulting, clarifying, confronting, being concerned,
caring, and being committed. It differs from "T" group by going
beyond focus on the self to application of specific teacher-child
procedures. the five to eight voluntary members of a group meet with
a professionally trained group leader for periods of at least 11/2
hours to provide time to warm up, report results of past commitments,
get into new concerns, and permit time to develop new commitments,
and evaluate what is happening to them as persons and professionals.
(JS)
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education, we might assume a correlation has been established

between straight intellectual competence and the ability to

facilit=tte learninL:. Thi.r, despite the fact that we hove

observe =d intellectual Giants at all levels of instructten,

who could countcatc with the potential leanier. They

knew the material, but could not inspire, motivate, and

involve the learner.

At the samo tine, we have noted teachers who exhibited

average scholarship but who had the capacity to stimulate

helpins mlationships the; 1 to transmit this

knowlease. They may no have been able to recall foli purposes

of a test, all of the characteristics of Carl Rogers' Helping

Relationship (Rogers, 1961), but more important, they embodied

the characteristics as part and parcel of their interaction

with students. They became persons who related with students

in a manner which increased the possibility of learner involve-

ment in the educative process. In the words of the current

geaeration, there was no "communication breakdown" and the

students were "turned on." Their classrooms generated excite -

ment
n d

/ involvement to the extent that ideas, concepts, feelings,

and values replaced the necessity for drugs or any other "prop"

to escape boredom and manufacture excitement.

Combs and his colleagues at the University of-Florida

0969) recently published the results of ten years of exploration

regarding the helping relatiohehip. They hypothesised that

the primar7 tool with which teacheriork is themselves. This

is.referrel to as the "Self as instrultent" concept. Sffeotive-

nass is always a function of Cho way in which the teacher
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combines his knowledge and understanding with his own

unique way of using self to be helpful to others.

This, then, explains W-y ro:;;;ark;h knowleaLo, skills,

anA si%ily channel:; been both confus3sz anift

discwrvgin6. Apparently it isn't what the teacher is taught

that is the critical factor, but the way in which the knowledge

and attitivies, beliefs crd feelinss, are internalized. We

behave on the basis of how we perceive and our perceptions

are always a perronalized prc,duct of our biased apperception.

No Elt:iMUlt18 CO:.1e3 pure fron the professor's pen or lips

without beinz iAtarpreted and translated by the filter of

the student's perceptual field.

Thus, knowledge seldon produces change in behavior.

Neither the addition or subtraotion of courses in educational

methodology, the development of fields of speoial academic

competence, or any other surface manipulation his the possi-
ultimately

bility of/affecting teacher effectiveness:' Insteads we must

deal with the meanings and beliefs which are derived because

the are the factors which org=anize perception and influence

behavior.

The Conb's studies denonstratee a statietically significant

difference between groups of effective and ineffective teachers.

The effective group of teachers were more concerned with:

1) internal than external franes of reference.

2) people rather than things, aril

3) with perceptual meanings rather than facts.

The7 were sensitive to the feelings or students, perceive then

as parsons, not objects to be taught, studied, or anal/aed.
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They were more concerned with the persons and thr

reactions than with the material tlie,-; w:!:', prcs*:;ins.

Ilhe ef2ct!.ve te'2,,.:hr:rs to .e1 I.o v,:;:w the6seives ac'

idenif.ied with ot%:..,rs, cal)4b1c of so3vins problems,

dependab3e, ctnd (lore wortily th:tn unworthy. In simple for .s

they had developed feelinss of adequacy which enabled them
i

1

to t,1:e ,^ , counscous approach to the tasks of life. They

were not haupered by their own insecurities, doubts, fears,

and arc:inties %ich notlrolocally short-circuiteA their

w.lpacity t, be fully funotioninz persons and professionals.

They possessed positive attitudea towards theuselves and

their potential. They had not been emotionally crippled by

society;, the culture, or even the mistake-centered classroom

which places an emphasis on assessing faults, liabilities,

and mistakes.

The effective teachers tended to see others as friendly,

well intentioned, and capable of dealing with their preblems

successfully. This contrasted with seeing people as undepend-

able and sources of discouragement. If one is to perceive

others positively, he, himself, crust feel wanted, accepted,

and valued. This feeling is generated best by the classroom

atmosphere in teacher education, but can only be completely

enhanced by the type of climate fostered in the therapeutically

designed Group.

Effective teachers were different from ineffective teachers

in their perception of the teaching task. The effective

teachers saw the paiTese of teaching as one of freeing rather
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than Coercing or controlling. They emphasized process

oriented experiences in contrast to subject matter goals.

Teog;hr::;d1A.Ati.on the Ene7,1,1-1w, Self

If researc% ifrIc..or:;- are tr). influence prp.ctiso,

ttao%cr ecliloation Lust recensider priorities. It appears.'

that it 'J.:Icor° inport.ant to facnitate the education of

persons whlo are able to vse self to naximize development,

than to consider the content of course experiences. The

treits we desire in toachers will not be developed in

traditional courses alone. We rust become concerned with

the obvious, the personality of the teacher. Procedures

for building nore adequate persons are already known; they

must be incorporated into the education of teachers. We

have long talked about the whole child. Is it time to

recognize the necessity of educating the whole teacher?

The teacher must be able to interrelate her attitudes,

perceptions, feelings, and values with her developing skills

and knowledge. Anything less than an approach that combines

the affective and cognitive domains in education will be

ineffectual. We will continue to educate teachers who

theoretically understand the helping relationship, but have

not internalized the concepts so they are part of their behavior.

It would seen apparent that they would continue to educate

children who know about character, morals, values, creativity,

and democracy, bt hwe not experieped then to the extent

that the.** .elc%lt!. a tunctionl part of their lives.
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I an proposi-ag that teacher educatioa's number one

prtc-e!.:,: 3: to 11,1 conQe11,,,a wth ';Ito self the

ztudoat pr.:1,arinc; 'Z:pe::ien30.1 Lust be

develc2ea enable studentJ to ;!nc,unter theusolves,

their feclins:, attitude::, anA perce:ptions. The opportunity to

see the relt,,ti,:,n2hi-,) bel:een methodolow, and self

should pertit the opportunity for integration of the person.

In some inttanses it will help the btudent 'oeco-Ae avare he

is not capable of teaching effectively due to preseut

limitations at, a person.

The "0" Grow) and Teacher Education

Experience with in-service programs for teachers in the

schools convinced the author that teachers are not helped

significantly thrluGh the lecture or discussion approach.

There must be personal involvement and an opportunity to

test out new ideas, see how they fit with one's personality,

and exchange with colleagues the results of new approaches.

It was also apparent that the school had unique resources

which were not being utilized. There was no organized procedure

which encouraged the experienced teacher to help the beginning

teacher. Certainly there were few channels for the new

teacher to share her ideas with her more experienced colleagues.

Each teacher was an island, rising or falling on the

basis of her present capacities. Opportunities for professional

growth in education were limited when compared with the sharing

procedures developed in other pri'easions. This situation



stimulated the development of teacher croups in a school

disr!ct. The groups were voll:; desi3-, to

he'p the teachers:

1) Develop an ,o.rAcrstsnling of the practical applinatios

of thl cynt,xlics o: hu%an

2) Acquire an understnaing and awareness of self and

the teachers role in teacherchild conflict

3) Become acquainted with new ideas, procedures, and to

pro!:it from the feedback and values of group thinking

(Dinkaey,?r Arcinloga, n1)
effectiv and

Thc group appr3ach to in-oervice 1)hMtrcictive
sad adriLnitrato::.L.

to teaehersit The criterion for success was teacher

involvement and requests from other teachers to establish

additional groups.

The "0" group recognizes a very basic learning principle.

If r,ne is to assist another to learn and change, there must

be access to the affective end cognitile donains. Feelings,

values, and attitudes must be openly revealed and considered

when discussing facts,and theory. The dichotomy between

one's emotions and intellect, which is often present in

learning, could not be permitted. There had to be a combina-

tion of the didactic and experiential approach, which enabled

the teacher to understand what kept her from functioning nore

effectively.

The new approach was labeled "0" group because many* of the

factors whIch make it effective begin with a "C": collaboratir.g,

consqlting, clarifying, confronting, being concerned, caring)
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and being conuitted. It is not to be confused Oth a "T"

grow.) ia ifmt'; g;>s bow Oa c^inoldcfation v2 the prcice3s

and self to exAAinaticn of the tn2nnl,ction between 'coacher

and child and the application f specIfic procedures. It

also confroni.s the teacher with how her attitudes and feelincs

may keep her fro changinz. A procees which combines the

didactic end experiential approach is thereby achieved.

The specific factors which are components of the "0"

group include:

The gr-,:up collaborates, wer%3 together on mutual concerns.

. The group consults. The interaction within the group
helps the members develop new approaches to relation-
ships with children.

. The group clarifies for each member what it is he really
believes and how congruent or incongruent his behavior
is with what he believes.

. The group confronts. The group expects each individual
to see himself, his purposes, attitudes, and be willing
to confront otter tembers of the group.

. The group is concerned and cares. It shows that it is
involved with both children and croup members.

The group develops a'conmitment to change. Participants
in the group ere concerned with reccgnizing that they
can really only change themselves. They are expected
to develop a specific commitent which involves an
action they will take before the next "0" group to
change their approach to a problem.

(Dinkmeyer & Nuro,
in press)

The "0" group usually restricts itself to 5-8 members to

secure maximum participation and involvement. Larger groups

do not pernit &deluate opportunities for interaction. The gr:ups

are most effe:ltive when thtv can be scheduled for a minizum of

1-1/2 hour periods. Zore rust t3 titre to ward up, report

resllts of plst c-;:vlitizents, let into n$:,: c4noorns, eri pa:nit
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time to devolod new commitments and evaluate what is

thcn as persons and professionals. The setting

must pon'llt circular seatit:.; and shoald provies a re:oed,

plea:Ant atmos1,11oro whtch facilitates tr.:.st ar.1 openn -;c3.

The leaaer usually begins the first group by cl,Irifying

purposes. The partio:pants have been selected from those who

understand the objetives of a "OH croup add who have a concern,

are willing to share it, era committed to personal change, and

altruistically :=15iro to help their collerzues. Readiness

must be established in the group; it cannot be assumed!

It is often helpful to use a group exercioe such as Henry Otto's

DUE experience (Otto, 1967). This experience encourages

members to become better acquainted. They talk about the

experiences which have been formative in the development of

their personalities, and share what they consider to be the

happiest moment of their liyes. This experience always

stimulates feelings of mutuality, belonging, and caring.

Alienation disappears when'th, members appear as real persons!

The second meeting may begin by going around the group

to get a brief description of the kind of situation or child

that concerns them most. The leader helps the group start

with a problem that is common and can be univera4lised.

The specific behavior of a child is discussed, and the teacher's

interaction ;And feelings are revealed. The group helps the

person become more aware of himself by processing feedback

regar4in3 his behavior, attitudes, and feelings. Uew approaches

involving behavior modification, logical consequences, and
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teacher attitudes are discussed. The ideas are always

relaf; a spacifi(; and cnocuss,],d in terms of the

teache:o'n cap city to codify her own behavior and attituqes.

Eventually the toachei is encouraged to make a comitment

about a specific chlnge she will institute before the next

meeting. The leader tries to involve as many members as

possible in presenting their concerns. Focus is on helping

all involved in the group to grow as persons and professionally.

The leder Cif" the 'C" group must be trained in group

dynamics, group counseling, psychodynamics of behavior problems,

and Lave had supervised experience in leading teacher groups.

This is a distinct role in group leadership, and requires

skills in structuring the group, utilizing group mechanisms

to facilitate group development (Corsini, 1957), being

sensitive to feelings and attitude's, the capacity to enable the

group to become cohesive, and certainly the ability to help

develop specific solutions to behavior or learning problems.

The leader does not have to'bejan expert in child psychology,

but he must have expertise in enabling colleagues to help each

other.

This general "C" group model has been piloted in the

student teaching department at Northeastern College, Chicago,

Illinois. Preliminary feedback suggests that it can be a useful

tool in facilitating teacher development. Certainly if we are

realistic we must recognize the inefficacy of a purely cognitive

approach to developing persons who must function in a helping

relationship. If the child is to.become open, honest, involved,

altruistic, and committed to the democratic values, he must
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have available teachers who as persons are models for this

appmIch to living, and who also provIele with o,:ta:lities

to be involved, frc:st imaGinative,

creative, ena spontaz,o113. ThesQ 1:serEcinal qualities, acquired

in the i;roup, are personally experienced and valuea, and hence

internalized in the person and the teaching process. Tt is

only the fully functioning pe'scn who can meet the current

challenges which exist in education.

J
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